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from south to north. It is a tributary of the Kharid and known locally as the Shaab. Along it, northward from the city, is a much used market-route'to Roda (a big Arab town, eight miles north of Sanaa), where the vineyards grow, which keep the city supplied with white and purple grapes from June to October.
Within the city walls this watercourse is a convenient road in time of drought, but a raging flood in spate, and a morass for some time after. Along it runs the only carriage-road, which circles round the outskirts of the town, for the houses of Arab Sanaa are set too thick together to admit of vehicular traffic.
The carriages are dilapidated, hooded buggies on four precarious wheels, built in the palmy days of Turkey's power. It is surprising how they get about in one piece, but they do^ and travel considerable distances sometimes, taking prominent passengers to road-head at Boan bridge or jaunting out to Roda.
Old Sanaa is surrounded by a 40 foot wall of mud and stone, dating back to the Imams5 sway, long before the Turkish invasion. This wall is flanked with ancient towers at frequent intervals, and the Turks have done something to enhance the defences of its gates. There is first the sally-port up at the citadel, a zigzag outlet of massive strength, through which there is no admittance except on business. Piercing the northern wall of Sanaa is the Bab esh-Shaab, an important gateway through which comes a stream of market-produce every morning ; sluggish camels with merchandise from afar, and droves of small, rat-tailed donkeys scurrying past with loads of fodder and firewood, and kerosene cases full of grapes. Midway along the southern wall, opposite the Bab esh-Shaab, is the Bab al-Yamen, through which gate the

